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Abstract
Cloud computing is an emerging area in computing research and 
industry today. It has changed the shape of the distributed systems 
completely. There is a requirement to access nodes on the network. 
Many time it happens that there is more load on one node than 
others. For efficient working of cloud computing load balancing 
becomes essential. Load balancing is the process of improving 
the performance of a parallel and distributed system through the 
redistribution of load among the computational resources. All load 
balancing methods are designed to spread the load on resources 
equally and maximize their utilization while minimizing the 
total task execution time. In this paper Throttled Load Balancer 
,Active Monitoring Load Balancer and Service Broker Algorithm, 
algorithms for Load Balancing , in cloud computing are discussed 
and are compared in terms of their response time and the best 
algorithm is marked .  
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing is a fast growing area in computing research 
and industry today. It has the potential to make the new idea 
of ‘computing as a utility’ in the near future.  The Internet is 
often represented as a cloud and the term “cloud computing” 
arises from that analogy. Cloud computing is the dynamic 
provisioning of IT capabilities (hardware, software, or services) 
from third parties over a network [6]. The cloud model differs 
from traditional outsourcing in that customers do not hand over 
their own IT resources to be managed. Instead they plug into 
the cloud, treating it as they would an internal data centre or 
computer providing the same functions. It is generally supposed 
that there are three basic types of cloud computing: Infrastructure 
as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as 
a Service (SaaS) [1].
In IaaS grids or clusters, virtualized servers, memory, networks, 
storage and systems software are delivered as a service. Perhaps 
the best known example is Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud 
(EC2) and Simple Storage Service (S3), IaaS Provide access to 
computational resources, i.e. CPUs. And also Provide (managed 
and scalable) resources as  services to the user[6]. Clouds deal 
with reliable access to data of   potentially dynamic size. PaaS 
typically makes use of dedicated APIs to control the behaviour of a 
server hosting engine which executes and replicates the execution 
according to user requests .E.g Force.com, Google App Engine. 
Software as a Service (SaaS) Standard application software 
functionality is offered within a cloud. Examples: Google Docs, 
SAP Business by design [6]. 
Load balancing was identified as a major concern to allow Cloud 
computing to scale up to increasing demands [8]. It is impossible 
to fully detail all system future states. Therefore, it is necessary 
to allow local reasoning through distributed algorithms on the 
current system state. Efficient load balancing cannot be achieved 
by individually assigning jobs to appropriate servers as the Cloud 

computing systems scale up and become more complex, rather 
jobs must be assigned with some uncertainty attached. As such, 
load balancing ought to be achieved using an inferred system state; 
based on locally gathered data  or the system must be optimised in 
structure to allow load balancing to be more easily provisioned.

II. Load Balancing Algorithms
In this paper three load balancing algorithms are discussed these 
are Throttled Load Balancing Algorithm, Active Monitoring 
Load Balancer And Service Broker Algorithm. These algorithms 
works in virtual machine environment. Virtual machine enables 
the abstraction of an OS and Application running on it from the 
hardware. anything outside the print area. Cloud computing is 
the dynamic provisioningof  IT capabilities (hardware, software, 
or services) from thirdparties over a network [6]. It is generally 
supposed that there arethree basic types of cloud computing: 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
and Software as a Service(SaaS) [1]. In IaaS grids or clusters, 
virtualized servers, memory, networks, storage and systems 
software are delivered as a service.Perhaps the best known example 
is Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and Simple Storage 
Service (S3), IaaS Provide access to computational resources, 
i.e. CPUs. And also Provide (managed and scalable) resources 
as services to the user [6]. PaaS typically makes use of dedicated 
APIs to control the behaviour of a server hosting engine which 
executes and replicates the execution according to user requests 
.E.g Force.com, Google App Engine. Software as a Service (SaaS) 
Standard application software functionality is offered within a 
cloud. Examples: Google Docs, SAP Business by design.

A. Throttled Load Balancing Algorithm
This algorithm is based on the principal that whenever a new 
request arrives, table of the virtual machines is searched and the  
id of the first virtual machine is returned which is available and 
request is sent to the virtual machine for processing. 
Following is the algorithm used by the Throttled Load Balancer.
[4]

Throttled Load Balancer  maintains  an  index  table of VMs 1. 
and the state of the VM (BUSY/ AVAILABLE). At the start 
all  VM’s are  available.
Data Center Controller receives a new request.2. 
DataCenterController queries the Throttled Load Balancer 3. 
for the next allocation.
ThrottledLoadBalancer parses the allocation table from top 4. 
until the first available VM is found or the table is parsed 
completely. If found:
The ThrottledLoadBalancer returns the VM id  to the • 
DataCenterController
The DataCenterController sends the request to  the VM • 
identified by that id.
DataCenterController notifies the Throttled     • 
LoadBalancer of the new allocation• 
ThrottledVmLoadBalancer updates the allocation • 
table accordingly.• 
If not found:• 
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    The ThrottledVmLoadBalancer returns -1.• 
    The DataCenterController queues the request.• 

5. When the VM finishes processing the request, and the 
DataCenerController receives the response cloudlet, it notifies 
the ThrottledLoadBalancer of the VM de-allocation.

6. The DataCenerController checks if there are any waiting 
requests in the queue. If there are, it continues from step 3.

7. Continue from step 2.

B. Active Monitoring Algorithm
This load balancing policy attempts to maintain equal work loads 
on all the available VMs. [2]The algorithm used is quite similar to 
the throttled case except that the in this virtual machine selected 
for the request processing is the one having the least load.

ActiveVmLoadBalancer maintains an index table of VM and 1. 
the number of requests currently allocated to the VM. At the 
start all VM’s have 0 allocations.
When a request to allocate a new VM from the Data Center 2. 
Controller arrives,it parses table and identifies the least loaded 
VM. If there are more than one, the first one identified is 
selected.
ActiveLoadBalancer returns the VM id to the Data Center 3. 
Controller
The DataCenterController sends the request to the VM 4. 
identified by that id.
Data Center Controller notifies the Active Load Balancer of 5. 
the new allocation
Active Vm Load Balancer updates the allocation table 6. 
increasing the allocations count for that VM.
When the VM finishes processing the request, and the 7. 
DataCenerController receives the response cloudlet, it notifies 
the ActiveVmLoadBalancer of the VM de-allocation.
The ActiveVmLoadBalancer updates allocation table by 8. 
decreasing the allocation count for the VM by one.
Continue from step 2.9. 

C. Service Broker Algorithms [2]
Service Proximity Service Broker maintains an index table 1. 
of all Data Centers indexed by their region. 
When the Internet receives a message from a user base it 2. 
queries the ServiceProximityServiceBroker for the destination 
DataCenterController.
The Service Proximity Service Broker retrieves the region of 3. 
the sender of the request and queries for the region proximity 
list for that region from the Internet Characteristics. This list 
orders the remaining regions in the order of lowest network 
latency first when calculated from the given region.
The ServiceProximityServiceBroker picks the first data center 4. 
located at the earliest/highest region in the proximity list. 
If more than one data center is located in a region, one is 
selected randomly. 

III. Objective
In this paper three different load balancing methods:
Throttled load balancing, Active Monitoring and    Service Broker 
Algorithm are studied. Throttled load balancing algorithm is based 
on the principal that whenever a new request arrives, table of the 
virtual machines is searched and the  id of the first virtual machine 
is returned which is available and request is sent to the virtual 
machine for processing. Active monitoring load balancing policy 
attempts to maintain equal work loads on all the available VMs. 
[2]This algorithm used is quite similar to the throttled case except 

that the in this virtual machine selected for the request processing 
is the one having the least load. Service broker algorithm maintains 
a latency matrix and chose the datacenter depending on the  lowest 
latency value. These three algorithms are compared in terms of 
their response times and the one which is having lowest response 
time is quoted.

IV. Experimental Setup
The proposed comparison is implemented through the simulation 
software for the cloud CloudSim and a tool based on Cloud Sim[7]. 
Java language is used used for implementing the algorithms used 
for comparison.

V. Results
Comparison of Average Response Time(ms) of  Active, Throttled 
and Service Broker Load Balancing   Algorithm with graphical 
representation

Table 1:

S. No. Scenario

Response 
time for 
Throttled 
Algo.(ms)

Response 
time for 
Active 
Monitoring 
Algo.(ms)

Response 
time for 
Service 
Broker 
Algo(ms)

1. 1DC 50 VM 270.5 287.73 265.9
2. 2DC25VM 246.34 264.97 240.8
3. 2DC50VM 219.35 223.37 210.5
4. 3DC25VM 162.78 171.43 155.9
5. 3DC50VM 112.84 126.62 112.18

Fig. 1:

The table shows Average Response Time for three algorithms 
Throttled Load Balancing Algorithm, Active monitoring Algorithm 
And  Service Broker Algorithm.
Graphs also depicts how performance of the service broker is better 
than other two algorithms in terms of their response times..

VI. Conclusion and Future Scope
With the advancement of Cloud technologies rapidly, there is a 
need for a better load balancing algorithm for the efficient working. 
Three Algorithms Throttled Load Balancing Algorithm, Active 
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monitoring Algorithm And  Service Broker Algorithm are the 
load balancing algorithms which are used to select the node or the 
datacenter for the processing of next query. These three algorithms 
are compared in terms of their response times. It has been observed 
that when number of virtual machines increases per datacenter 
the response time becomes better. And moreover Service Broker 
Algorithm have best response time as compared to other two 
algorithms. All the three algorithms have there own important 
properties and special characteristics. All these features can be 
combined to implement a new algorithms that will be best for the 
implementation of load balancing in all the aspects.
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